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[Answer question no. One (1l&-ao)' four (4) from the rest]

1. Deduce the expressions of velocity and acceleration in terms of spherical
polar coordinate.

(3+7=10)

2. Deduce Euler's equation of motion of a body about a fixed point. (10)

3. State Christoffel's bracket of 1st kind and second kind. Prove that
g aft.r = 0

(2+8=10)

4. Write briefly about integrals of Energy and Angular Momentum. (10)

(10)5. Define Torque and Angular Momentum. Prove that rate of change of
Angular Momentum is equal to Torque.

6. What is symmetric and anti-symmetric tensor? Show that every contraction
reduces the rank of a tensor by two.

(2+8=10)

7. A heavy particle of mass m moves on the smooth inner surface of a sphere
a a

of radious a and its greatest and least depth below the centre are - and -
2 4

such that when the depth below the centre is Z .the normal reaction is

z+a/
3mg 12

a

(10)

8. What is Bianchi identity? Prove that B e p'''' • p + B • uo p ." + B • pp v.u = 0 (3+7=10)
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[ PART-A: Objective]

Choose the correct answer.from the following;

1. I /'. II dn a/x, lIS ca e
D a. Real suffix

c. Kronecker delta
b. Dummy suffix
d. Lower suffix

2. For the Lagrangian L = ~q2 - qq + q2 , find P conjugate to q
2D a. q+q b.qq

c. q-q dq-q

3. For the system with Hamiltonian H=qIPI - q2P2 - aqi + bq~ which of the
following statements is not true?
D a. qi = Aet b. q2 = Bet

c. PI = -PI + Zaq d,P2 = PI + Zaq

4. (ox') known as
ax J

D a. Summation convention
c. Real suffix

b. Kronecker delta
d. Dummy suffix

5. Hamiltonian in general is function of p,q and t i.e
D a. H=~i q,»: L(q, q, t) b. H:Li~' Pi + L(q, q, t)

c. H - L(q, q, t) d. H-Li q, Pi

6. Hamiltonian system of equation is given by
a. aH __ !..!:.. b aH _!..!:..D aqi - aqi • aqi - aqi

c. Both of these d. None of these

2017/06 8. The angular momentum of a rigid body with one end fixed is given by
a. L=Li mi{ri x (w x ra}
b. L=Limi{ri x va Dc. Both of these
d. None of these

9. Which of the following is true?
a.

8A)lv a a
A)lV,U =&-r )luAav -r' vuA)la

a
b.

A 8A)lV r- A r- A1x20=20 )lV,u =& - ua av - V)l)lU D
U

c.
A 8A)lU r- A r- A

uu.a =&- ua av - V)l)lU

v

d. None of these

10. The principle of least action states that the action in the actual path is
compared with the varied path.
a. Minimum b. Maximum Dc. Zero d. Null

11. The Moment of Inertia of any cube of side a and mass M has the moment of inertia
about any side equal to
a. Ma
b. ~Ma2

3
c. ~Ma2

3
d. ~Ma2

2

D

Ii

AI; ax a
12. = -- A is a tensor of rankaxa

a. 3
b. 2
c. 0
d. 1

D

7. We define to be the generalized momentum associated with generalized
coordinates qa

aT
a. Pa = - alia

b. aT
Pa = aqa D

c. Both of these
d. None of these

13. A rectangular parallelepiped with edges a.b and c along x,y and z axis respectively
has the Moment of Inertia about any side equal to

2a. _ M(a2 +b2)
3

b. ~ M(a2 b2)

c. ~ M(b2 +c2) D
d. iM(a2 +b2)



14. According to Camot's Theorem, The Kinetic energy of a system after explosion is
increased by the kinetic energy of a relative motion impulse.
a. Before b. After
c. Both of these d. None of these

The Lagrange's Equation for a holonomic sysrem is given by ~ ( a~ ) -
dt aqa

aT
( -a ) equal to

qa

15.

a. N ---+

- LtJ=l FtJ· dTtJ
b. N ---+

D LtJ=lFtJ· dTtJ-
c. N ---->

dTtJLtJ=1 FtJ X
d. None of these

16. Kronecker delta has value

D a. 1and2 b.-1and-2
. c. 0 and 1 d. Both zero

17. .!!..(~)= (~) is the equation for
dt aqa aqa -----
a. Lagrange's nonconservative holonomic system

D b. Lagrange's conservative holonomic system
c. Lagrange's conservative nonholonomic system
d. None of these

18. The radial acceleration in case of motion of a particle in three dimension with
cylindrical polar coordinate is given by
a. l' + rtiZ

Db. 1'2 -riJ2

c. l' - riJ2

d. l' - r2iJ2

19. If product of inertia are zero and the principal moments of inertia is nonzero, then
by Kinetic energy of rotation we get the value of T as
a. 2[Awl2 + Bw/ + CW32]
b 1 [2 2 C 2]• 3" AWl + BW2 + W3

D c. ~ [Aw 2 + Bw 2 + Cw 2]4 1 2 3

d. ~ [Aw 2 + Bw 2 + Cw 2]2 1 2 3

20. The Lagrangian of a system can be written as
a. Kinetic Energy + Potential Energy

D b. Potential Energy- Kinetic Energy
c. Kinetic Energy - Potential Energy
d. None of these
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